The Amazing

KING KATMAI!
By Jim Cavanagh

t is Rare, with a capital “R” that we aviation writers ever get to fly an airplane
that is totally amazing. Many are touted
as amazing, but few, in the real world,
match up to the adjective. Most are either
moderately or even surprisingly improved
from the original, but to discover something
that is mind blowing in the least is something we really don’t expect.
Well, I was just amazed.
I have often written that the two best flying airplanes I have ever flown are the
Zenith CH-7-1, for its control balance and
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smoothness, and the Petersons’ 260 SE
with the canard. The 260 SE was based on
the WREN, a super-STOL aircraft developed in the early ‘60’s by Jim Robertson
and “Doc” Morris. Todd and Jo Peterson
acquired the company out of bankruptcy
in 1977, and built a few, but found the design complicated and compromised. They
took the best features of the WREN and
applied them to a Skylane airframe along
with a large engine, and proceeded to
build five hundred of some very amazing
airplanes. They retained the capable cross

country speeds of the Skylane, but could
master some pretty short airports.
Todd and Jo work well together in their
shop located at El Dorado, KS, just outside
of Wichita. Todd builds all of the steel
parts, and Jo builds all of the sheet metal
parts. They have paint, avionics and upholstery shops and three shops that they
have taught to install the kits for the
260SE’s
With this success behind him, Todd was
looking for someone to take over the company so he could retire, until two years ago
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when he decided to build himself a personal, back country airplane. No pun, but
it’s up in the air where he got the idea. Perhaps it was talking to backwoods pilots,
perhaps watching Discovery or National
Geographic Explorer, but he had the
thought of putting together the ultimate off
road airplane…no matter what the cost.
After a year of building and flying, he
was so amazed at the finished product that
he found a renewed enthusiasm about the
business and decided to market the new hybrid. The result is the Katmai (cat-my).
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Named after an Alaskan wildlife preserve
known for its ruggedness and the proliferation of various species of bear, this airplane is the epitome of back country
machines.
Now back country and bush may seem
synonymous, but they aren’t. Think of bush
as comparative and back country as superlative. Back country is the truly roughest, most inaccessible, least improved—if at
all—terrain on Earth. Bush pilots fly supplies,
mail and hunters to locations for commerce. Back country pilots go where they

want, often into locations that have never
seen a boot print or a tire tread. Back country fliers in the lower forty-eight United
States are the ones who have gone there,
operated and survived. They are a subject
worthy if their own article.
A lot of pilots are aspiring back country
pilots, and they buy Cubs, Maules or
Cessna 180/185s and go to the mountains. They seek out difficult and unusual
landing strips, of which there are plenty.
But going camping in the mountains with
your airplane and landing at sites like John-
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son Creek, ID, while exciting and a true rite
of passage for pilots, does not make you a
back country pilot. To qualify you have to
have both the hutspah and the airplane
that will overcome the terrain. Both of these
are found at a level most men and machines are incapable of achieving. Reading some books on back country flying will
explain all of this and tell you all about the
landing sites in some of the mountain states.
Peterson found a good straight 182 airframe, and immediately began working on
it. He installed a number of existing STC’s,
along with those he and Jo own. The wing
was lengthened by three feet, using the
parts and an STC from Air Research Technologies, of Montreal, Canada. The O470 was replaced with an IO-550, the
Canard was built and installed. It is the
same canard they use on the 260SE. The
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baggage compartment was extended with
the Selkirk STC, and the back seats removed. For the gear, he installed an
8.50x6.00 nose tire and wheel assembly,
using the old Landis fork, now built by Air
Glass Engineering, of Alaska, and large
29” Air Hawk tires on a ten inch wheel
made by Alaskan Bushwheel, in Oregon.
They protected the airplane by installing gear leg fairings with stainless
steel leading edges, abrasion boots on
the leading edges of the horizontal, and
enclosing the brakelines. To underscore
the true backwoods mission profile, they
strapped in small Honda Generator for
lights and preheating, and a mini-compressor for air mattresses and tires. With
no back seats and the fronts seats full forward, there is an eight-foot cargo area
for gear or sleeping.
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Some serious back country tires

To test this first airplane, Todd flew it to
Idaho, where he could find real back country flying just a little further off the beaten
track and a little higher than most pilots go.
He connected with some legendary real
backwoods guys, and put the airplane to
the test. Both he and the other pilots were
amazed at the results.
Back at El Dorado, KS, the Petersons took
a longer look at the project, this time with
marketing in mind. Todd developed three
sets of landing gear. All three use the
8.50x6 tires on the nose, but main wheel options include 8.50 x 6, 26 and 29-inch Air
Hawks, and a true 29-inch balloon Tundra
CESSNAOWNER.ORG
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tire. The Air Hawks are all standard rigid
wall aircraft tires, costing $400 to $500 for
the 26-inchers and $800 for the 29-inch
tires. These are also “shaved” by the manufacturer, removing the tread and saving 28
pounds. These tires are suited for off-road
and pavement usage since they operate at
a relatively high pressure. The tundra tires
only have 9 lbs of pressure and are very
squishy with a lot of sway in turns. They also
wear out very quickly when used on hard
surface. At $3,500 each, these are only
used by really serious back country pilots.
With the gear options established, Peterson worked very closely with McCauley on
suitable propellers. They developed 82, 84,
and 86 inch diameter three bladed props
for the conversion, and Peterson speaks
glowingly of the company’s dedication to
the project. The 86-inch prop was on the airplane we flew, and it is impressive, indeed.

Taking the further modified airplane,
now called the King Katmai, back to the
mountains, they realized that the 300 hp
engine was the ideal power plant for high
altitude work. Cheaper and simpler than a
turboed engine, the IO-550 weighs just 11
lbs more than the 260 hp mill, and the
prop is another 15 lbs. Peterson elected to
leave the 4 lb Cessna 182RG weight in the
tail, so the airplane weighs in 30 lbs heavier than the 260. He tested the airplane at
a 700 ft “landing area” at 6,600 ft above
sea level.
On this trip, he managed to prove that
the Katmai could take the challenge. He
landed on terrain so rough that the tailcone shattered and fell off, and sheared
four SS hose clamps used to hold a rubber bumper on the nose strut. He so impressed the locals that he received orders
for 18 airplanes.

Oddly, very few of his customers are
Cessna owners. Most of them fly something
else and want to buy a Katmai ready to go.
Peterson finds good straight N, P, or Q Skylanes and basically refurbishes the entire
airplane, with glass, paint, interior and all
of the mods, pricing them according to the
accoutrements the owner wants. He can
create a Katmai for as little as $200,000,
but has sold one approaching the
$400,000 mark.
Most customers will opt for the 260 hp version. It weighs the same, and has the same
top speed, as the larger 300 hp engine. It
burns a bit less fuel and is less expensive, but
performance is compromised at altitude.
Speaking of performance, Todd and I
pulled the airplane out after waiting for
some morning rain to stop. The
engine/prop combination is exceedingly
smooth, and the tips of the canard vibrate,
but this is a function of all of the connections and swivels in the linkage. In flight, it
all evens out. We taxied out for a run up
and to let the oil warm, and then took off diagonally across the runway. In about 150
feet on a very humid, 90 degree Kansas
day, I only counted to three before we
were off. Immediately Todd relaxed the
nose and we were climbing at 1000 fpm
in a virtually level attitude.
This virtually magic aerodynamic phenomenon is created by the little canard up
front. When the WREN was being developed, Robertson and Morris discovered
that a canard mounted directly behind the
prop would not only help support the engine, but relieve the down pressure on the
horizontal stabilizer. Most horizontal stabs
are mounted with a negative angle of attack creating a lot of drag. A negative
angle at the back of the airplane also
causes an increase in the normal attack
angle of the wing. Some airplanes suffer
an eight or ten mph loss at top end and
there is a reduction in lift. The combination
of the canard and the longer wing allow
the wing to work more efficiently, and the
bigger powerplant gives much better acceleration, both of these contributing to a
short takeoff roll. In flight, particularly at
slow speeds, the canard functions to level
out the airplane, reducing angle of attack
drag and creating much more lift.
This level attitude is immediately apparent in flight. In fact, I didn’t bring along the
camera because I was used to doing short
field work in other airplanes where the
CESSNAOWNER.ORG
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nose blocked forward vision.
Huge Mistake! Todd flew us out over the
Flint Hills, looking for Jeep trails, and we
spent the afternoon flying down ravines
and gullies, landing on hill tops and even
landing uphill to stop at the top. A photo of
us approaching a hill from below would
have been possible and very impressive.
At altitude, he demonstrated that at 45
kts, you could apply full cross controls and
not stall or spin the airplane, (sort of like
Dutch “Wiggles”). I trimmed the airplane for
level at 44 kts and did a hands-off 360, hitting our prop wash at the end, using just a little top rudder to keep the bank constant.
The King Katmai can do all of this while
still achieving a 160 kt cruise. Running the
550 on the lean side of peak, Todd managed 12.2gph at 130+ kts, and this with
longer wings, a canard and tires the size
of Volkswagens.
The amazing realization while we were
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doing all of the approach and landing
work was that it was like a video game. The
approach point never disappeared under
the cowling. The airplane felt as solid as a
game chair in the living room, and all of the
high G’s, loading, hanging on sensations
were totally eliminated. I realized that with
this kind of view and control, about any
pilot worth his salt could do the same thing
in such a capable airplane. You just can’t
lose track of the fact that you can ONLY do
these things in this airplane.
Todd’s last trip to the mountains took in
Idaho and Utah, where he made DVD’s of
the capabilities of the airplane. An advertisement he runs shows the airplane sitting
at Poison Springs. This is a 700 ft, 5500 ft
MSL mesa with a thousand foot drop at
one end and a thousand foot mountain at
the other. With boulders the size of watermelons, 2-inch thick dirt and sand, along
with brush, it is a strip that most back coun-

try pilots pass over. He also saw a Cub, a
Cherokee and a Maule wrecked at three
different sites in a one week period.
The Katmai isn’t for everyone. It is expensive and overly modified for most pilots. But for the adventurous, including the
hardened back country types, it is the ultimate performer. One well known mountain
pilot said this is the only airplane he’s ever
seen that he would trade his 185 for.
Besides being great people, Todd and
Jo Peterson have certainly made their own
niche in aviation. After thirty years in the
business, they have found something to rejuvenate them in the Katmai family of airplanes. Will they quit now and just go
camping? Don’t think so. In a couple of
years, Todd is thinking about putting together a 300SX—an airplane for the go-fast
crowd. All of this because a canard works
so well.
Who woulda thunk it? CO
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